
 

 
 

 
 
To further assist in locating obscure and forgotten titles, the main film index is sorted here into 
chronological sequence, by decade.  Films prior to 1930 (with very few exceptions) will be found in the 
subject index under SILENT CINEMA.  It’s also often useful to note where films stood in the context of 
other productions released the same, or previous, year.  It is interesting, for example, to know that “HOW 
GREEN WAS MY VALLEY” won the Oscars for Best Film and Best Director, but when you realise that 
“THE MALTESE FALCON” and “CITIZEN KANE” were just two of the films it won against, this throws 
the knowledge into a different perspective.  Good as Ford’s film was, it was not in the same league as the 
two films it beat.  As in the main film index, short films and TV movies are included here, but no other 
television material. 
 
 
 

2001   
A.I. Artificial Intelligence  US      Warner  Boy android embarks on quest to become human  
Almost Famous   UK Columbia  Boy reporter tours with rising rock group  
Battle Royale   Japan   Class of schoolkids are compelled to fight to the death 
Broken Bonds – the Jon-Michael Story US   Documtry on boy, 9, with severe behavioural disorder 
The Devil’s Backbone  Spain   Boy haunted in post-Spanish Civl War orphanage 
Edges of the Lord   Poland ?   WW2 Polish Jewish boy, 11, hides in peasant family 
Gabriel and Me   UK   Young boy has ambition to become an angel  
Harry Potter and the Philospher’s Stone UK/US Warner  Children’s wizard school fantasy (vol.1) 
Hem Ljuva Hem   Sweden   Domestic violence tract leading to attempted 

parricide 
Jurassic Park III   US Universal  Boy is stranded alone on dinosaur-infested island 
Rahul    India   Boy +/-6 suffers over his parents’ divorce 
Torzok    Hungary   Reform school “abuse” melodrama no. 6,000,001 

 
2002   

About a Boy   UK   Confirmed bachelor meets bullied son of lone mother
 Circus Boys   Russian Fed.   Documentary on two boys growing up in the circus. 

Darkness Falls   US   Horror. Child witnesses mom abducted by “tooth 
fairy” 

My Dog Skip   US   1940s boy-and-his-dog autobiographical story 
Rabbit Proof Fence   Australia   3 half-aboriginal girls run away from a childrens 

home 
Spartak i Kalashnikov  Russia   Contemporary boy and his dog tale 

  
2003 
       
2004 
2005    

2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
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Chronological – 2000s 



2010 

 
 
 

~  18 titles  ~ 
 


